Managed Print Services TechCheck
Take printing off IT’s to-do list

When it comes to managing print environments, cost reduction, control and convenience
are most important. And when considering cost versus optimal operational efficiency,
dealing with multiple locations, unpredictable downtime and over/underutilized devices
is just a part of the picture. With IT resources tied-up in replacing toner cartridges or
answering help desk calls on printer-related issues, it’s time to take print off the IT help
desk and free your staff to focus on more business critical tasks.
The Softchoice Managed Print Services TechCheck sets clients on the right path to
optimize their printer fleet, improve workflows and cut unnecessary costs. It allows for
overall management insight into the current print activities and serves to facilitate an
internal dialog on how to streamline your print environment to reduce waste and right-size
your device utilization.
Managed Print Services TechCheck helps clients assess current print hardware and
consumable usage, evaluate network lifecycle, and offers recommendations on techniques
to enable worry-free, efficient print management.
Phase

Client Benefit

Discovery

• Evaluate your current print environment with agent-less data collection tool
to gather an end-to-end view of the print fleet and utilization.

Analysis

• Softchoice technical experts evaluate findings and consolidate the broad data
to identify potential savings and new strategies.
• Set actionable insights validated with client findings and recommendations
session.
• Deliver a comprehensive view of impacted infrastructure.

Managed
Print Services
Workshop &
Analysis Report

• Review business demands and current issues.
• Interpretable roll-up of print environment including comparative insight
on options to prolong fleet lifespan and alternative strategies.
• Detailed information on print statistics, print hardware and usage
(i.e. monthly volumes), including client specific devices, pages and costs.
• Evaluation of pain-points to identify areas of fleet optimization and risk
reduction.
• Structured review, evaluation and recommendation of TechCheck options with
Softchoice Print Management subject matter expert.

Who should be involved?
Softchoice recommends clients assemble a
cross functional IT team with a senior IT leader
sponsor that provides alignment to the issues,
business drivers and guides prioritization.

Why Softchoice for Managed Print Services?
• Easily evaluate alternatives and gain access to
agnostic managed print experts.
• Access to leading Managed print solutions and
wide selection of related product sets.
• Find the best fit by customizing or
incorporating other solutions into the
managed print service — from extra security
to content management.
• Connect business drivers and objectives
surrounding MPS to ensure the solution ties
into your overall IT strategy.

Financial Services Company Boosts Productivity
and Performance with Softchoice Services
A medium enterprise financial services
company addressed the following
organizational goals with Softchoice:
• Saving and/or reducing cost
• Saving time and/or maximizing internal resources
• Increasing productivity and Performance
Source : IT Specialist, Medium Enterprise
Financial Services Company

To arrange for a Managed Print Services TechCheck, contact your Softchoice Account
Manager to set up an appointment.
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